
Introducing a 
new kind of real 
estate software

LeasePilot software corrects the roadblocks and ineffi-
ciencies in commercial lease drafting and revision. Our 
lease drafting software speeds time to close, so property 
owners can start collecting rent sooner than before.

Quick first drafts. Painless revision management. 
Use LeasePilot to generate a first-draft lease in fewer than 15 minutes. 
Use it to manage revisions as well. Our smart text editing interface makes 
it easy to manage and share changes directly from within the software. 

Focus your team on what they do best.
LeasePilot software is easy to use, for lawyers and non-lawyers alike. 
Empower administrative staff to generate drafts and implement revisions. 
Free up your legal resources to concentrate on tasks only lawyers can 
do. Leasing gets faster when you don’t have to rely on busy attorneys 
to complete administrative tasks.

A higher quality physical lease in the end.
When you use LeasePilot, you’ll end up with a much stronger lease docu-
ment than before. LeasePilot works using your existing forms, language, 
and formatting standards. As you make changes, intelligence in the 
software updates your lease in every spot that needs to change. This 
helps keep your lease error-free. Your completed lease can be exported 
as an xml file, a Word document, or a pdf.

Better data, better leasing.
LeasePilot is all about data, in ways that aren’t immediately apparent 
when you use it. Using our software feels like working with a document. 
In actuality, you’re working directly with the underlying data. This helps 
the software predict issues likely to arise during the drafting and revision 
process. It also helps keep your lease consistent and error-free. Our 
all-data approach also provides access to better leasing management 
data than you’ve had before.

Getting started is easy.
LeasePilot was created for property owners in the retail, office, and 
industrial sectors of CRE. Our team of legal and technical professionals 
will convert your forms and language library, provide complete training, 
and get you up and running quickly.

LEASING DASHBOARD

Create, edit, and track your 
deals from LOI to close.

INTEGRATIONS

LeasePilot integrates 
seamlessly with MRI, 
VTS, and other major CRE 
software platforms.

DOCUMENT 
AUTOMATION

Generate a draft in minutes, 
using your own forms and 
language.

ABSTRACTS

Quick access to topline 
information. Integrates with 
leading real estate ERPs.

TEXT-EDITING 
INTERFACE

You can make changes to 
your lease just like you’re 
working in Word.
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